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Abstract: Many universities are researching routes about implementation of innovating entrepreneurship education. What’s more, as the theory of discovering problem and solving problem, TRIZ theory becomes more and more important and is now applied in many areas. Based on researches, this article utilizes TRIZ theory and puts out analysis one about goods and scene: to perfect the first class. It also put out analysis two: school and company’s collaboration; conflict analysis: to uplift students comprehensive quality; to lead the TRIZ theory into class teaching.
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Now our country is in the situation of changing its type. It is changing from the conventional economic society to knowledge-based society. The international competition nowadays is almost talents’ competition. The talents’ competitions focus on the level of innovation and starting one’s business. Compared to develop countries, though our innovating entrepreneurship starts late, the government starts to put more and more attention in it. The government punished <the Plan of Developing Education Faced to 21 Century> in 1999. It also proposed that to strengthen the entrepreneurship education of teachers and students and encourages them to set up high and new tech enterprises. The innovation education research program of National Academy of Education in 2004 officially started. By carrying out innovation education, the government cultivates students’ creative qualities and lays foundations for cultivating high quality innovative talents. In 2010, Education Department published < the views about putting efforts to promote colleges innovating entrepreneurship education and self-employment work by college students>. In November, minister yuan stressed that all colleges should try their best to achieve success in the part of students’ self-employment. Colleges ought to improve students’ innovation spirit and entrepreneur ability. In 2015, the State Department pointed out policies about putting efforts to push on innovation and entrepreneur. Development is the origin of motive power and it is also the way for people to become rich. It is the method of making society impartial and the way to build the country. It is not only good for pushing the changes of economic structure and building a new engine, but also has important significance for strengthening the development of new power and taking the road of innovation and development. It makes the consumption raise and enlarges the number of jobs. It can stimulate the wisdom and creativity of many people and promote society vertical mobility and fairness and justice.
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1. THE CONNOTATION AND SIGNIFICANCE OF COLLEGES’ INNOVATING ENTREPRENEUR EDUCATION

1.1. The Connotation of Colleges’ Innovating Entrepreneur Education

The innovating entrepreneur education is a kind of new education thought appears with knowledge economic era. It gives the formulations of innovating entrepreneur education and shows that our ministry of education works and starts both from the conditions of college education and the development of medium and long education. But innovating entrepreneur education is a high indistinct concept. There are many talks about it. The main thought is the cultivation of the creative entrepreneur, creative consciousness, entrepreneur quality, exercise ability and the development of students’ creative personalities, insistence, spreading thoughts, and venture spirit. Generally speaking, creative entrepreneur education has the requirement of knowledge, skill psychological quality. It is the kind of concrete and pragmatic education.

1.2. The Significance of Colleges’ Innovating Entrepreneur Education

1.2.1. Need for Building Creative Country

Creative ability is the decisive factor for a country or a nation to develop. Though our country has changed a lot in the type of economic increase and industry structure. Compared with developed country, our country still falls behind western countries. According to authoritative statistics, our country’s scientific and technical payoffs percent conversion is 6% to 8% and the developed country is about 50%. Therefore, the eighteenth national congress of the CPC puts out that we must actualize the creative driven development strategy. We should put the technological innovation at the first place and build an innovative country. Take the road of socialism with Chinese characteristics is to take the capability of independent innovation as the national strategy. Cultivating high level innovating talents and forming the mechanism that is good for self-creation. To build a creative country, the key is to cultivate creative talents, the basis is to strengthen innovating entrepreneur education. So our country must uplift the creative sense and entrepreneur ability and strengthen innovating entrepreneur education.

1.2.2. Need for Colleges’ Development and Reform

Colleges are the main place for cultivating talents. It is colleges’ mission to develop people’s potential proficiency and increase people’s comprehension ability. After enlarging the number of college students, facing the stern test of finding a job, our country’s education is staying at the zero hour that transforming from extension to connotation development. So colleges must recognize the shortages of themselves, overcome the shortages and bring the advantages in to play. Starting the scientific research and teaching around basic function of cultivating colleges’ talents and increase the quality of talents. All these are served for area economic development and creative country. So colleges’ should deepen the reform and take starting one’s ability as the aim, take the entrepreneur spirit as the key, take task as the carrier and let innovating entrepreneur education throughout the whole process and finally make some contribution for the country.

1.2.3. Need for Uplift Students’ Comprehension Quality

Innovating entrepreneur education is the way to cultivate students’ creative thoughts, spirit and increase their ability. So they can become talents who has divergent thinking. They are able to present problems and finally become pioneering talents. Therefore, innovating entrepreneur education is not only a way to relieve the hard condition of finding jobs, but also can uplift students’ comprehension ability, let students have a better future and finally uplift all people’s qualities. As a word, cultivating high comprehension quality talents is also the need for international competition.

2. TRIZ CORRELATION THEORY

TRIZ is freely translated into the solution theory of inventive problem. It successfully reveals the inherent law and principle of creation and invention, and focuses on clarifying and emphasizing the contradictions in the system, the goal is to completely solve the contradiction and get the final ideal solution. It does not take the compromise approach, it is based on the law of development and evolution
of technology to study the whole design and development process instead of random behavior. Practice has proved that the use of TRIZ theory can greatly accelerate the process of creation of people and can get high quality innovative products. In this paper, we use the "substance-field analysis" and "system conflict analysis" in TRIZ theory.

Substance-field analysis is a method based on the analysis of the technological creation caused by the interaction among the components of the technical system. The analysis holds that any function can be broken up into three basic elements, so it can be inferred that a function must have three basic elements which must be suitable that the function to be able to exist. System conflict is one of the core elements of TRIZ, which indicates the inherent contradiction hidden behind the problem. TRIZ argues that the solution of the creative problem is to solve at least one conflict. TRIZ has two kinds of conflicts, one is technical conflict, the other is physical conflict. Technical conflict refers to the improvement of a certain aspect of the system, on the other hand, there will be no wanted result. Physical conflict refers to the two opposite states of the system appeared at the same time, TRIZ uses the separation of time and space to solve the physical conflict.

3. THE PROBLEM ANALYSIS AND SUGGESTIONS BY USING TRIZ THEORY

3.1. Substance-Field Analysis: To Improve the First Class

Colleges and universities (F) should act on S1 (college students) through S2 (innovation and entrepreneurship courses). However, the traditional classroom teaching do not take the innovation and entrepreneurship education as the first class teaching content, is not organically linked with professional education to form a scientific and perfect teaching system of innovation, and has no clear Innovation and entrepreneurship education objectives and complete teaching plan. Innovation and entrepreneurship education in most schools, mainly dependent on the course of employment guidance and lack specialized practice and education curriculum system for College Students which mostly stay at the level of guiding students to participate in the competition of business planning, the lectures and competitions they hold are all temporary activities. On the one hand, few students which are usually the elites will take part in these activities; on the other hand, it is difficult to stimulate innovative thinking and enhance students' quality of innovation and entrepreneurship. Therefore, I use the general solution of substance-field analysis in TRIZ theory, to add elements, increase material S2 (innovation and entrepreneurship courses), and finally to constitute a complete model (As Figure 1). In the questionnaire, 89% of the students think that the school should set up a special course of innovation and entrepreneurship, and are willing to participate in learning. So that the innovation and entrepreneurship education can cover the majority of students, cultivate students' innovative thinking, thereby enhance the ability of innovation and entrepreneurship.
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3.2. Material-Field Analysis: To Carry out the Second Classroom, Cooperation between School and Enterprise and Enhance the Sense of Innovation

In colleges and universities (F), S2 (innovation and entrepreneurship courses), S1 (college students), besides the object-field model, colleges and universities should strengthen cooperation between enterprises and enhance students to participate in practice and give them opportunities to broaden their way to the practice. On the one hand, the relevant professional successful entrepreneurs should come to
the students to carry out their own experiences, cooperate the enterprise's all-real business environment into the university, so that students can understand the market and customers, while provide innovative business projects and guide innovative to students. 79% of the respondents in this questionnaire ask the school to invite successful people to talk about their experience. On the other hand, the students should go out to visit, research, practice. The rational analysis of society and the market and the correct understanding can help them improve the creative initiative of the entrepreneurial power. 86% of students hope that the school can organize students to visit the field base. That is, the formation of F1 (business), S3 (second class), S1 (college students) - field model and the first classroom (Figure 2) 86% of the students in this questionnaire hope schools to establish school-enterprise joint venture base to enhance students’ awareness of innovation and entrepreneurship, and improve students' ability of innovation and entrepreneurship.
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3.3. TRIZ Theory in the Classroom Teaching

TRIZ theory as a new invention theory to solve problem. It should also be introduced into the teaching of innovation and entrepreneurship in colleges and universities and change the traditional boring duck infusion theory. Through case teaching, practice teaching to guide students to think positively, combined with TRIZ 40 innovative principles, we can carry out project discussion, and train students thinking. Of course, this requires proficiency in the TRIZ theory. Therefore, the teacher on the one hand should carry out innovation and entrepreneurship theory study, on the other hand they have to carry out training, personally participate in entrepreneurial activities and improve practical experience.

3.4. Conflict Analysis: Improve the Overall Quality of Students

In the education system, professional education and general education as two subsystems have contradictions and conflicts. Professional education is a single area of the required expertise and skills, and general education emphasizes the overall quality of students. In a certain Professional education, general education courses are generally less than professional courses, but this education model lead to the interdisciplinary, professional links between the isolation. The student's knowledge structure is limited; innovation and entrepreneurship cannot be improved. 75% of the students in this survey believe that the current expertise cannot meet their entrepreneurial needs. However, only the mastery of knowledge, for entrepreneurs, is far from enough, innovators also need a wider range of general knowledge, such as laws and regulations, interpersonal communication, customer management, innovative thinking methods and other knowledge. In this survey, 66% of the students hope to improve their communication skills; 58% of students hope to improve their market insight. Therefore, as a university, the innovation and entrepreneurship education should be treated equally, so that they can be in the best condition for college students to improve innovation and entrepreneurship to lay the
foundation.
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